DAS LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY KEYPAD
The DAS Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) Keypad can be used to operate your DAS
Security Control with virtually the same steps described in your Operator's
Manual. With this more powerful and versatile LCD keypad, additional features
are available and are accessed with the four special function keys on the left side
of the number keys. These keys, labeled [A], [B], [C], and [D], are described
below:
[A] KEY: The [A] key serves as a "Help" key. It only functions when the LCD
display shows the message, "TYPE A FOR HELP". Multiple messages will
be displayed in sequence every 3 seconds, or will scroll with no delay each time
the [A] key is pressed.
[B] KEY: The [B] key adjusts the brightness of the LCD backlighting to levels 1-6,
with 6 as the brightest. The factory setting is 6. To turn off only the key backlighting, press [B][7]. To turn off only the LCD backlighting, press [B][8]. To turn off
only the "ARMED", "SECURE", and "POWER" lights, press [B][9]. To turn off all
lighting, press [B][0]. All lights will return to the "ON" mode when the [#] key is
pressed, or when an alarm condition, a fire or trouble condition, or a pre-alarm
occurs.

[C] KEY: The [C] key is used to quickly program auxiliary codes in the run mode.
The display asks for User number, Master Code, and new Auxiliary Code before
automatically programming this information into the Security Control. NOTE! This
function can only be used when the DAS Security Control is disarmed.
[D] KEY: The [D] key adjusts the LCD screen viewing angle for various heights
by pressing [D] and a number [1] through [7]. The lowest viewing angle is 7 and
the highest is 1. The factory setting is 5. The [D] key also causes the LCD screen
to display Alarm Memory when [D][0] is pressed. Faulted and/or isolated sectors
from the last alarm event, are then displayed on the LCD screen.
NOTE! After pressing keys [B], [C], or [D], the display will revert back to the
standard message if no additional keypresses are made within 10 seconds. To
escape any of the special function modes and return to the standard message
screen, press the [#] key.
Other keypad functions, including the dual keypress alarms work exactly like the
standard keypad described in your Operator's Manual. If you have any questions
about the operation of this keypad, or any other question in regard to your
security system, you should call the company that installed the DAS Security
Control in your home or business.

